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The attached report, "Re -Evaluation of the Kentucky Flexible 
P avement De sign Criter ion," i s  the re sult of a study reque sted by the 
office of the State Highway Engine e r .  The R e search Division made a 
c omprehensive study in 1 947 and 1948, "Inve stigation of Field and 
Laboratory Me thod for Evaluating Sub grade Support in the De sign of 
Highway Flexible Pavements." The 1 948 report recommended a me thod 
of flexible pavement de sign using the laboratory California Bearing 
Ratio te s t  and e quivalent whee l  loads to arrive at a flexible pavement 
thi.ckne ss. Revisions involving refinements in p redicting traffic and 
additional curve s for higher traffic volumes and e quivalent wheel load s 
have been added since 1 948 .  
Gross load limits were changed from 42,  000 pound s to 59,  600 
pound s by the 1 9 5 6  Legislature . The use of 4-axle semi- trailer type 
vehicle s has increased gre atly since the change in the gross load limit. 
Traffic de signs have been changed from 10 year s to 20 year s .  
The flexible pavement de sign c riteria has been in use since 
1 948, and a variety of p roje cts involving a range of de sign variable s 
were available for pe rformance evaluation. Visual pe rformance data , 
rutting measureme nts ,  p avement defle c tions and pavement openings 
were used to. e valuate the performance of pavements . 
Waterbound macadam type base was found to be susceptable to 
infiltration of subgrade soil . Clay type soil in granular base re sults 
in a lo s s  of the load supporting or load distribution value and may r e sult 
in rutting or failure . A dense - graded aggre gate base was opene d and no 
subgrade infiltration was observe d .  It is believed that a dense�granular 
type base will not be affe cted by subgrade infiltration . 
The de sign curves in Fig . 2 0  r ep r e sent the r e c ommended thick­
ness fo r subgrade and traffic conditions. 
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ABSTRACT 
RE c,E VALUATION OF THE KENTUCKY FLEXIBLE 
P AVEMENT DESIGN CRITERION 
P rior to 1 948, the c riter ion in Kentucky for de signing the thick"" 
ne s s  of bituminous pavements was based upon a modified laboratory CBR 
and the 1 9 42 curve s deve loped by the C alifornia Department of Highways. 
In 1 948,  the Materials R e se ar c h  Laboratory reported: "An Inve stigation 
of Field and Laboratory Methods for E valuating Sub�grade Support in the 
De sign of Highway Flexible Pavement . " Included in that report as a r e ­
commended me thod of thickne s s  design for u s e  in Kentucky was a s e t  of 
curve s based upon an empirical relations hip between minimum labor atory 
CBR and observed pavement performance. The se five curve s accounted 
for traffic group s up to 10,000, 0 0 0  EWL's . Since that time six additional 
c urve s have bee n  included in the de sign charts for E WL group s  up to 
320 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 .  The se additional curve s were determined by extrap olation 
of the r e s ults from the 1 94 8  study. Early in 1 9 5 7 ,  an evaluation of the 
d e sign me thod wa s undertaken. The basis for this re·,evaluation was a 
statistical c omparison of actual p avement pe rformances with the de signed 
life as anticipated or predicte d  by the de sign curve s currently in use.  On 
this basi s ,  p rojects were sele c te d ,  de sign re c ords as sembled , pe rfor·" 
mance s surveyed, and the data analyzed .  Selecte d  pavements which had 
been de s igned by the method deve loped in the 1 948 study we re che cked 
for performance by visual surve y ,  by r oughne s s  me asurements ,  by 
measurements of r utting,  by measureme nts of loaded-deflection with the 
Benkelman Beam, and by opening pavements for observation and sampling. 
Flexible base type s studied included waterbound macadam , bituminous 
concrete,  granular dense.,graded aggre gate and combinations .  Labora­
tory e valuation on basis of bearing te sts were made. 
1 .  The vi sual survey e stablished a range of pe rformance . 
2 .  Road roughne s s  measureme nts were related to CBR 
but no attempt was made to draw de sign curve s from. 
this data s ince it could be greatly affected by factor s 
not related to structural de sign. 
3. Pavements opened for inspe c tion revealed permanent 
deformation in the uppe r  laye r s  of the system a s  well 
as intrusions of s ubgrade in waterbound base c our se s .  
4 .  An alternate me thod of de sign based on limiting deflec ­
tion under load was developed from the Benkelman Beam 
mea surements . Curve s drawn from this data indicate 
a need for a slightly greate r thickne s s  than provided by 
the 1 948 curve s .  
INTRODUCTION 
Pavement design enginee r s  are charged with the re sponsibility 
of dete rmining the thickne s s  and typ e s  of pavement cour s e s  ne c e s sary 
to s upp ort millions of vehicle�pa s s e s ,  intense loads,  and to withstand 
extreme weather condition s .  Most s oils are inadequate for direct 
se rvice of this type; and so pavements of differing thickne s s e s ,  de­
pending on the supporting ability of the s oil and the amount of anticipated 
traffic , are needed to distribute the loads and to c onfine and p r otect them . 
Pavernent de sign engine e r s  are ,  in fact ,  c harged with more far�reaching 
re sponsibilitie s in the sense that thickne s s e s  must be adequate but not 
e xc e s sive . It i s  this rather tedious balance between economy and 
pavement� sufficiency that guide s the engine e r s  and c onstitute s the 
general basis for any thickne s s-de sign criterion. C rite r ia of design 
are semi�empirical and semi�the oretical. In theory they involve 
b oundary application s of str e s s e s  on laye r e d, semi-infinite m a s se s .  
Often the se stre s s e s  are e ither inde terminate or ob scure , and the re-
fore theory must  be c ompensated by empiricisms. Basically, of 
cour se , e mpiricisms are founded on e xpe rience and e xpe riment. In 
thi s sense, e ac h  road that i s  de signed and built i s ,  in part, an experi­
ment or te s t  of the de sign system used. T hu s ,  a statistical analysis 
of the performance hi storie s of a lar ge number of pavements with 
regard to de sign-paramete r s , i . e .  bearing capacity of the s oil,  traffic, 
and pavement thickne s s ,  should provide a reliable derivation of a 
de sign crite rion and should likewise reveal any nee d  for modifications 
or re�adjustments in a crite rion so derived and used.  
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Prior to 1 949, the crite r ion in Kentucky for de signing the thick-
ne s se s of flexible pavements was based upon a modified laboratory 
California Bearing Ratio (CBR) and the 1 9 42 curve s developed by the 
California Departme nt of Highways( 1 ) .  In 1 948,  the Materials Re sear c h  
Laboratory, in a report on "An Inve stigation of Field and Laboratory 
Methods for Evaluating Sub� grade Support in the De sign of Highway 
Flexible Pavements" (2 ) , re commended a similar me thod of thickne s s  
de sign for use in Kentucky and included a set of five curve s based upon 
e mp ir ical relationship s  between E WL1s , minimum laboratory CBR, 
and the ob served performance of Kentucky pavements (Fig . 1 ) .  
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Fig. 1: Kentucky Flexible Pavement Design Curves. 
Curves I through V proposed in 1948; IA and 
VI through X added by extrapolation, !954, 
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T he se fi.ve curve s accounted for traffic group s up to l 0,  000, 000 
EWL's (Equivalent 5,  OOO�lb . wheel load s, two directions). Since that 
time,  six additional curve s have be e n  included in the de sign chart s  and 
cove r E WL�group s up to 32 0 , 000, 0 0 0 .  The se additional curve s were 
dete rmined par tly by extrapolation of the re sults from the 1 948 study. 
This se rie s of eleve n curve s ,  with s ome modification in method s of 
evaluating traffic, ha s bee n  used by the Department to de sign flexible 
pavements during the past te n year s .  Early in 1 9 5 7 ,  the Re search 
Division was reque s ted to evaluate the effective ne s s  of the extrapolated 
curve s a s  well as the original five curve s and to determine if the curve s 
should be further revi sed in any way or if factors heretofore not con� 
sidered in  the de sign of pavement thickne sse s should now be taken into 
accounL 
Logically, of cour se , the ba sis for this re-evaluation w ould 
have to be a statistical study of actual pavement performance s,  ac­
cumulated E WL' s ,  and subgrade CBR's . On this basis, projects we re 
selected, de si g n  r e cords a s sembled, performance s surveyed, the data 
analyzed, and recommendations offered for revising the p re sent de sign 
chart.  
PRE LIMINARY STUDIES 
Selection of Proje cts for Study 
The fir st c rite rion for selecting the p rojects to be studied was 
that the pavement must have beeri de signed by the method recommended 
in the 1 948 study . It was de sired that the pavements be of high� type 
bituminous construction and have been in service as long as l year. 
The re cords we re studied and a list of all eligible p roje c t s ,  me eting 
the se requireme nts,  was obtaine d .  From a list of some 100 se ctions 
of r oad built since 1 948, projects we rei selected 'so as to be distributed 
ove r the state as well as p os sible. Most of the major soil and geologic 
areas of the state were repre sented , and projects  we re selected so that 
available traffic g r oup s were repre sented . An attempt was also made 
to select p r ojects so that all of t he more c ommon base materials 
would come under study. Projects  1 m ile or le s s  in length and those 
not having s ustained sufficient traffic were eliminated .  Thu s ,  curve 
revi sions and bridge approache s were excluded, Proje c t s  involving 
lar ge areas of salvaged pavement were al so excluded . On the basis 
of the se crite r ia, 70 projects repre senting 38 8 . 7 mile s of Kentucky's 
flexible pavements w e re selected for study (See Fig .  2 and Table l) . 
Of the se 70 proje c ts , 5 7  were c onside red eligible, from the r e cords 
available , for statistical analysi s .  
The Fayette-Madi s on C ounty project and the Johnson-Lawrence 
C ounty proje c t ,  pavements studied in the 1 948 inve stigation and not 
actually d e s igned by the me thod c urrently under study, we re included 
so as to provide e xtended di stributions of proje cts . 
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D e sign Data 
F r om the Divi sion of D e s i gn, the d e sign thickne s s  of e ach 
pavement component for all p r ojects was obtained and recorded .  
The se value s were then compared with the value s a s  re corded on 
the plans and adjusted accordingly. When available, the design EWL 
and d e sign CBR w e re al s o  obtained .  CBR's for most of the proje cts 
were gathered from soil reports on file in the De sign Division and 
Materials Division. All relevant de sign data are given in Table l 
of the Appendix. 
Evaluation of Traffic 
T r affic data were obtained from the Division of P lanning . For 
most  of the projects , the ADT�' for each year, from the time the 
* ADT � Average Daily Traffic, two directions 
p roject was co·mpleted through 1 9 5 7, was recorded. Also available 
were weight data and ve hicle cla s sification counts for each year , from 
and including 1 9 51, for the ten p ermanent loadomete r  stations located 
ove r Kentucky (Table s  8 and 9, Appendix). W ith this information, it 
was p o s s ible to calculate the EWL' s which had passed over the pave·· 
z 
ments (Table .la5, Appendix) and thus to study the traffic history of 
each project. 
By comparing the actual EWL value with the de signed 1 0- ye a r  
EW L's , a "traffic a g e "  or " se rvice age " for the p r ojects could be 
determined (Table 2 ,  Appendix). T hus, if the actual EWL's at any 
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age exceeds the anticipated EW L' s at that age , this would indicate that 
traffic has increa sed more rapidly than anticipated and that the s e rvice­
age of the pave ment e xceeds its chronological age, 
For computations of EWL's in the 1948 study, the only type 
of data available for the entire life of all roads studied was average 
yearly 24-hour traffic counts .  Loadorneter data were available from 
10 p e rmanent loadometer stations for the pe r iod between 1942 and 1947, 
During 1947, by the aid of temporary loadometer stations, loadome ter 
data were obtained for all roads studie d .  Thus, whe re applicable, 
EW L's were computed from actualloadometer data, However, since 
many of the roads were built before 1942,  it was nec e s sary to p r oject 
the trend s in traffic and distribution factor s ,  evident in the 1942- 194 7 
data from each of the 10 permanent s tations , to a year somewhat 
beyond the earlie st  construction date of any r oad studied, On this 
bas i s ,  the trend s of each of the 10 stations were proje cted backwards to 1934 . 
Then, for the year· 1947, a ratio of EWL's to total vehicle s per year 
was calculated for each road and each of the 10 p er manent loadomete r 
s tations, On the basis of the se ratio s ,  similarity between a particular 
loadometer station and a particular road was e stablished. Thus ,  the 
trends in traffic distribution whe r e  lacking on a particular road were 
calculated from a typical o r  similar loadometer station, The se trend s 
in distribution, when applied to the average yearly 24-hour traffic 
counts,  p rovided a c un1ulative total of EWL's which was conside red 
to be the total EWL's on each road since its construction or last r e �  
surfacing . The E WL"s calculated in this manner we re correlated 
e mp ir ically with other des ign parame te r s  (CBR's , pavement thickne s ses,  
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and pavement conditions); and the b e st fitting curve s, so de r ived ,  
were adopted a s  the c riterion for de sign. 
None of the se traffic data was te sted for statistical reliability ; 
and since the period involved the war-year s, it was suspected that 
the se data were unsuitable for predicting future traffic trend s .  Alte r -
natively, it was a s sumed that truck traffic, i n  pe r cent o f  existing ADT , 
would double in 10 year s*. Thus,  if it is also as sume d  that EWL's 
''An example of the method of e s timating 10-y r .  de sign EWL's for all 
roads included in thi s study is given in the Appendix. In 1954, the 
method was revised to a 20-yr . e stimated de sign EWL basis whe rein 
traffic volume p rojec tio n facto r s ,  vehicle classification facto r s, and 
axle and we ight distribution factor s  are used in the computation .  
E xample s of this method are also g ive n i n  the Appendix. 
would inc rease in direct proportion to the volume of truck traffic, the 
accumulation of EWL's at any age throughout the 10-year p e riod, ex-
pre s sed in p e rcent of the 10-year e stimate , could be de scribed 
the oretically by: 
o/o of 10-yr . e s timated EWL" 6. 67x +. 333x2 
whe re x � chronological age in year s 
The e quation above de scribe s the "the oretical curve", curve 
No . l, shown in Fig . 3. Curve No . 2, a locus of points determined by 
the least squar e s  method, represents calculated actual accumulations 
of EWL's at all age s for all r oad s which were de signed and built accord-
ing to the 1 948 criterion and fo r which traffic data were sufficiently 
complete to be included in this re"�evaluation study. 
While the re i s  wide variance among the data ( standard devia­
tion"' ::: 67. 64o/o); the average or trend shows cl ose agreeme nt with the 
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Fig. 3: Graph Illustrating Statistical R elationship Between 
Percent of Designed EWL Accumulated and Percent 
of De signed Chronological Age. 
theoretical curve, To this extent, it may be said that actual accumu-
lations of E WL's have clos ely paralleled the predicted accumulations 
and that, on the average, "traffic age" or "service-age" has clo s ely 
paralleled chronological age, On the other hand, extreme variations 
in the percentage of accumulated EWL's at a particular chronological 
age, expres sed as the 9 9.9% confidenc e limit, would be equivalent to 
2: 3 standard deviations or app roximately :!: 200o/o, Expressed on a 75% 
confidence limit basis,  the extreme deviations,of course,would not 
exceed :!: L 1 5x67, 64o/o, It may be s imilarly stated, therefore, that 
1 5 , 9% of the road s accumulated traffic at a rate L 68 times greater 
than the predicted rate, Likewise, 1 5 . 9% of the r oad s would reach lOOo/o 
of their designed traffic age within 68% o r  less of their designed life-
expectancy , * 
'-' T o  be prec ise, statistically speaking , we could have used the mean 
s quare error rather than the variance since the ratio estimates used 
involve a slight bia s ,  However , the bia s  would be negligible in com­
pari son with the variance and can safely be ignored . 
·-------·- -�----·--- · 
Traffic v s .  Pavement-Life 
Sinc e the only parameter s considered in the p r esent design 
c riterion are CBR's, pavement-thicknesses,  and E WL's predicted for 
a cho sen number o£ year s in the future ,  it is implied thereby that a 
p avement would have a designed life-expectancy comparable to the 
number of year s for which the EWL's were p redicted. Hence, the 
variations evident in actual accumulations of E WL's should have an 
analogous effect on actual pavement� life statistic s .  While terminal-
life statisti c s  are no t available for this study, it may be surmised 
� 1 1  -
from variations in traffic alone that the service -life of 68o/o of the 
roads in this s e rie s may vary between 68o/o and 1 68o/o of their so-called 
d e s igned life-expectancy or be tween 6, 8 and 1 6 , 8 ye ars, 
Actual average life and survivor statisti c s  (3)(4) should provide 
helpful insight into this a spect  of the p roblem and should also provide 
a te st of the validity of the de sign system, For instanc e ,  if the E WL's 
were accurately p redicted for a 1 0 �year period and the average life 
of the pavements proved to be 1 8  year s ,  it would have to be concluded 
that the thicknesse s  were exc e s sive and that the de sign curve s  we re 
unreali stic , The de sign system would see m  e qually unrealistic, of 
c our s e ,  if the EWL's were accurately predicted for 1 8  o r  20 years 
and the average life from survivor statisti c s  proved to be only 9 o r  1 0  
years, Likewi s e ,  it can be seen from the pre sent de sign curve s (Fig, 1 )  
that the difference in thickness be tween a 1 0 -year de sign and a 20-year 
d e sign, assuming that the 20-year e stimate of EWL's exceeds the 1 0 -
year e stimate b y  a factor o f  2 ,  would b e  about 1 - 1 /2 inche s, 
PERFORMANCE SURVEY 
Visual Inspection 
Visual inspections of the various p rojects were made in the 
s ummer of 1 957 . To aid in evaluating pavement condition, each pro­
ject was inspected throughout its entir e length, and all evidences of 
distre s s  were noted as to type, extent, and location. Conditions 
recorded inc luded c r acking of all kinds �- logitudinal, alligator ,  
hairline -- and skin and structural patching.  Wavy sections, any 
s igns of slides , fill settlement , as well a s  any adver s e  or unusual 
drainage conditions were noted . Numerous measurements of r utting 
were taken on each project in order to obtain an indication of the extent 
of p ermanent deformation in the wheel track s .  In order to reduce the 
notes taken dur ing the vis ual inspection to a numerical value, the lengths 
of wheel track showing longitudinal c racking, alligator cracking, skin 
patching, and structural patching were summed for each project and 
tabulated as a per c ent of the total length of wheel track in the p roject 
(Table 3) . 
Unfortunately the only traffic group s  rep resented by enough 
samples to permit a cur sory cor relation of pavement condition with CBR 
and thicknes s were Group s  IV and VI. For projects in traffic Group IV , 
a plot of thicknes s  vs CBR, with the percent of pavement failed noted by 
each point, is shown in Fig . 4 .  Here again, there was not a s ufficient 
number of failed pavement s to clearly define a relationship , and the 
straight line represents an app roximation of the required thickness 
a s s uming that the exces s ively failed pavement ( 1 3 percent) and the two 
adequate pavements falling on this line are near or below the critical 
thickne s s . 
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Data for projects  in Traffic Group VI plotted in the same 
manne r are shown in Fig . 5. Here better control for the curve was 
provided by nearly e qual numbers of failed and unfailed.pavements in 
this group . The two e xce s sively failed pavement s ,  shown be lctw the 
curve at CBR value s of approximately. 1 6 and 1 7 ,  were on the same 
route ( diffe rent projects ) ;  and performance may have been affecte d  
by othe r factors .  Placing the se points above the curve would require 
flattening the curve more sharply at CBR 1 0 . 
In Fig.  6 ,  the curve s in Fig s. 4 and 5 are shown supe rimposed 
upon the original d e sign curve s and may indicate a ne ed for slight 
revision of the de sign chart. 
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�utting 
R utting measurements were made by laying a straight-edge 
transver sely acro s s  a traffic lane and mea suring the maximum devi­
ation {See Fig . 7). This measurement is not entir ely rutting in the 
strict sense because a portion of the deformation may be the result of 
upheaval between the wheel tracks as illustrated in Fig . 8 .  However, 
throughout this report the term "rutting" implies the total deviation 
from a s traight edge.  Measurements were made at more or less 
random intervals .  From these mea surements, a simple arithmetic 
mean of all values was computed for each projec t .  These average 
values are summarized in Table 3 of the Appendix. 
At fir st it was thought that rutting was the result of consolida­
tion either in the pavement cour ses or in the subgrade. Any extreme 
rutting would then be considered an advanced stage of failur e extending 
into the subgrade. However, from information obtained by op ening 
selected p avement s showing m edium to extreme rutting, it was noted 
that, on the average, only 4% of the rutting occurred within the 
bituminou s  layer s while 72% occurred within the granular base cour ses.  
These percentages are based upon comparisons of  the thicknes ses of 
the layer s within and outside the wheel tracks . This indicated that the 
original thoughts concerning rutting were in err or and that water-
bound macadam is more highly suscep tible to consolidation or move­
ment under traffic than p reviously suspected . The densities of the 
WBM obtained while opening the pavements do not indicate any great 
degree of c onsolidation in mo st cases;  thus, the deformations must 
result p r imarily from particle rearrangement and movement and 
must be the combined r esult of upheaval and subsidenc e. 
Fig. 7: Photograph Illustrating Rutting of Pavement Within Wheel 
Tracks as Deviation from a Straight-edge. 
Fig. 8: Photograph Illustrating Extreme Rutting and Upheaval . 
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From what has been said , it might be expe c te d  that rutting 
would increase with total pavement thickne ss and with traffic. The se 
gene ral trends are al so indicated by Fig . 9. Howeve r ,  the implied 
increa s e s  in rutting with increased pavement thickne s s e s  are con·side red 
to be in the nature of a paradox and should be more p roperly inte rpreted 
as indicating that the conditions causing r utting are more c r itical in the 
thickne sses de signed for high intensitie s of traffic. 
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Fig. 9: Generalized Apparent R elationship Between Thickness 
and Rutting, According to Traffic-Age. 
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With information from the field condition s urvey available, the 
traffic lane which exhibited the most distres s was selected for an 
evaluation of roughnes s by the triaxial acceleration method reported 
in 1 955 (5) , The only deviation from the rep orted p rocedures was in 
evaluating the roughness records, The following method was used in 
determining the roughne s s  of a road in ter m s  of change in accelera-
tion� s om etimes r eferred to as 11jerk11• T o  obtain average accelera� 
tion, a c ompensating polar planimeter was used to measure the area 
under the vertical acceleration curve rep resenting the length of pave-
ment under consideration, Since the recorder chart was driven at a 
pre- set speed of 1/4 in, /sec,, each inch of chart length representing 
an elap s ed time of 4 second s, and the galvanorneter sensitivity pre- set 
to 2 inches p er g ,  it was p o s s ible to resolve the total area beneath the 
curve into g sec ( l  s q ,  in , "2 g sec,); and: 
Area (in sq, in, ) x 2g sec, " Total g sec , 
Total g sec , ." Avg, g Total T ime 
(T otal time" 4 x length of chart considered, in inches) 
By careful measuretnent of rnany charts, the aver age frequency of the 
acceleration wave was found to be 5 cycles /in , or 5/4 cps,, giving a 
p eriod of 0 ,  8 sec, /cycle, Since "jerk" is described as da/dt; average 
" jerk" would be: 
Average a ·­-AverageT � 
A 
T6L 
t"' average period per acc eleration cycle, 
0 ,  8 sec , /cycle, 
- 19 " 
The vertical acceleration wave was analyzed by dividing the 
curve into short lengths of particular inte r e s t  and determining the 
ave rage . " je rk" for that length using the above equation. To obtain 
an average "jerk" value for the entire p r oje ct a weighted average was 
calculated. The ave rage value s are recorded in T able 3 of the Appendix, 
In reviewing the roughne s s  value s it was noted that the re is a 
general tendency for roughne s s  to increase with increased rutting . How-
e ve r ,  in certain instance s ,  it was noted that rutting could be rather uniform 
throughout a proje ct and still re sult in good riding qualitie s provided that 
the vehicle r emained in the wheel tracks . The c urve in Fig . 10 indicate s 
that r oughne s s  decrease s a s  the bearing capacity of the subgrade increa se s .  
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Pavement Deflections 
In the late summer and early fall of 1 957, B enkelman beam mea­
sur ements were made at 50 locations on 2 0  p rojec t s .  Deflections were 
mea sured in both the outside and inside wheel trac ks under an 1 8, OOO··lb . 
axle load on dual tires. In order to evaluate the s easonal effect, deflec­
tion measurements were made again under the same conditions of loading 
in the spring of 1 958 at the same locations previously visited as well a s  
a n  additional 1 8  locations repres enting 1 1  other p rojects . 
T o  obtain deflection readings,  the p r obe beam was placed between 
the dual tires of the test vehicle so that the foot of the beam rested on 
the pavement 5 ft. ahead of the axle (S ee Fig,  11), The reference beam 
then rested on the pavem ent well bac k  of the influence of the loaded w heels .  
A s  the test vehicle moved forward at  c r eep speed, the p r obe foot deflected 
with the pavement, and the amount of deflection was read from an Arne s 
dial. At each location, measurements were made until two consecutive 
r eadings were in agreement. 
Also, in 1958 , deflection measurements were made under a tandem 
axle loading of 32 , 00 0  lb s .  at 8 locations on 5 p rojects . Two of these 
locations were also loaded with a 36, 0 0 0 - lb. tandem axle load and deflec­
tion measur ements recorded. 
Since the length of the p r obe beam on the B enkelman beam was 
designed for obtaining deflection measurements under single axles , modifi­
cations in the method of measuring were neces sary . The p robe beam was 
p laced between the dual tires so that the foot rested on the pavement be­
neath the front axle (See Fig. 12). As the tes t  vehicle moved ahead , the 
partial rebound between axles was noted, then the deflection was read a s  
the rear axle passed the probe foot, and finally the complete rebound was 
read as the loaded vehicle n10ved well away from the s etup . See Tables 
4 and 5 (App endix) for a listing of deflection measurements,  
Fig. II: Photograph Showing Benkelman Beam In-Place for 
Measuring Pave m�nt Defle ction Under IS, 000-Lb. 
Single Axle. 
Fig. 12: Benkelman Beam In-Place for Measuring 
Pavement De flection Under 32i 000- or 
36,000-Lb. Loads on Tandem Axles. 
the inner wheel tracks during the spring measurements .  This was pro­
bably due to gr eater suscep tibility of the outer por tion of the subgrade to 
climatic changes . 
Four of the locations measured under 32, 0 0 0 -lb . tandem axle 
loadings were over waterbound bases, one was over combined waterbound 
and bituminous base, and three were over full depth bituminous bases . 
At c reep sp eed over waterbound base, the tandem wheel s ac ted indep endently. 
Rebound between the wheel s was about one-half the maximum deflection 
and maximum deflection was 1 5 . 8 p ercent les s than for the 1 8 ,  000-lb . 
single axle. For the combined waterbound and bituminous bas e s ,  re-
bound was less than one- half the maximum deflection and maximum de­
flec tion was 1 5 . 3  percent les s than for the 1 8 ,  000-lb . single axle. For 
full depth bituminous ba ses,  the tandem axles ac ted as a unit with no 
appreciable rebound between whee Is . Maximum deflections for the 
36, 00 0 -lb . tandem and 1 8, OOO�·lb . s ingle axle were equal . The lack of 
rebound between tandem wheels demons trates the slab o r  beam ac tion of 
bituminous conc rete under the test conditions.  
Deflections under a 36, 0 0 0 - lb, tandem axle loading were measured 
at two locations o ver a combined waterbound and dense- graded aggregate 
base. Rebound between the wheel s was more than half the maximum 
deflection, and the maximum deflection was app roximately equal to the 
maximum deflection under an 1 8 ,  000-lb. single axle. 
A plot of deflection s according to traffic group s ,  with all points 
rna rked to dis tinguish between satisfactory or unsatisfactory pavements, 
is shown in Fig . 1 3 .  P avements marked unsatisfactory were showing 
patching o r  cracking at or near the point measured . The curve best 
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sep arating satisfac tory and unsatisfactory pavements implies a maxi­
mum deflection that can be tolerated by pavements in each traffic 
group , Deflection values were subsequently interpolated from this 
curve and plotted semi-logarithmically against the mid-points of the 
corresponding EWL group, Thus, Fig, 14 relates p ermissable deflec­
tions with EWL's, Independently of this apparent relationship , deflec­
tions taken in the spring of 1958  were plotted against the corresponding 
thicknesses of p avements that were adjudged satisfactory ( Fig , 1 5) ,  
Spring measur ements were used here in order to eliminate seasonal 
influences, and only satisfactory pavements wei�e used in order to 
eliminate exaggerated deflections due to failed o r  weakened pavem ents, 
Here, also, a bestc·fitting curve was drawn , and a relationship between 
deflections and thicknesses appears to exist, Assuming these two re­
lationships to  be valid , to the extent that whatever hidden variables may 
be involved are either of minor influence or else vary only slightly, 
thicknesses and E WL's corresponding to the same limiting deflections 
were interpolated from Figs, 14 and 1 5  and were plotted as shown in 
Fig, 1 6, 
According to Fig ,  16,  pavement thicknesses should be increased 
in p roportion to the lo garithm of the EWL's, This relationship app ears 
to have been derived more"Or·�less independently of any parameter 
describing sub grade support, However , it is rather evident, since 
each pavement involved in the der ivation was originally designed on the 
basis of a subgrade support parameter, that Fig, 1 5  must reflect a 
modal or prevailing sub grade CBR , Otherwise, the curve c ould not 
have been dra wn, Therefore, while the relationship between thickness 
and log E WL may be of a general nature, the plot itself would be 
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significant only with respect to a par ticular CBR value which, in this 
case,  should be very clo se to the aver age or median value of the grou;:, 
of roads involved o r  of the entire series . 
T o  test the logic employed here, a cur sory analys is of the 
frequency and distribution of p roject median CBR's was made; and itwas 
found that 90% of the CBR values from all data available fell within the 
range o£ 3 to ll. Within this range, the arithmetic mean was 7. l, and 
the average deviation was only 1. 7. Thus , the a s s umption of a strong 
central tendency in CBR' s s eemed p roper. 
Taking 7. las the value most li'ely a s sociated with Fig . 1 6, 
thicknes s es for each of the E WL group s  were interpolated from Fig . 1 6  
and replotted at CBR 7. 1 on the original d e  sign chart a s  shown in Fig. 17.  
Here the points tend to favor smnewhat gr eater thicknesses than were 
r equired by the original curve s .  However , c onsidering the fact that these 
).!> 
points were derived on the ba sis of satisfactory pavements only (Fig . a), 
the points would naturally reflect safe design thicknes ses but not neces-
sarily the minimum design thickne s s es. In any case, the derivation of 
thes e  points provides a rather unique independent check upon the original 
curves a s  well as the revisions p reviously indicated in Fig .  6.  
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Pavement Openings 
In order to investigate the extent to which rutting, evident at 
the surface, p enetrated the different layer s of the pavement , eight 
locations on seven projects were opened to expose a cro s s - section 
to full view . An eighth pavement not originally s cheduled for study 
was opened ( in Bullitt County) in order to examine the performance of 
a different type of granular base material with regard to subgrade 
i:nfiltration. The B ull itt County base was dense -graded aggregate (DGA) . 
To open the p avernent s , a  pavement saw with an lS··in. diamond 
blade wa s u s ed . An opening app r oximately 30 in . wide was made 
acro s s  the full width of a traffic lane . The saw was used to cut through 
the top layer s of the p avement while the granular bas e  materials were 
carefully removed by hand so that the layers could be separated and 
studied . Samples were obtained from the bituminous layer s and re­
turned to the labo ratory for density determinations (by weighing in air 
and in water). Thes e samples were taken from the wheel tracks as well 
as from between the wheel tracks .  In--place density tests were made on 
the different layer s of granular base by the calibrated sand m etho d .  
Sub grade densities were obtained by both the rubber balloon method and 
the sand method (See Table 6, Appendix). Sufficient measurements were 
made so that the extent of rutting in most of the pavement c omponents 
could be noted (See section on Rutting). 
Disturbed samples from the layer s of granular base and from 
the subgrade were returned to the laboratory for other testing, the 
results of which are pre sen ted in Table 7 of the Appendix. It may be 
noted that no s ignificant difference in density occurred between samples 
taken from the wheel tracks and tho s e  taken between the wheel tracks . 
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This was particularly true of the surface and binde r cour s e s  but le s s  
so of the lower portions of the pavement. 
It was observed that much subgrade material had penetrated 
the WBM base cour s e s  as much as 10 inche s in some place s (See 
F i g s. 18 and 19 . )  This indicate s that the insulation or subbase cour se s  
normally used in wate rbound base construction in Kentucky ha s not p e r ­
formed p r operly and i s  not fulfilling its intended function, which i s  to 
p rotect the WBM cour se s from infiltration of soil and sub grade material . 
Ob servations made in this inve stigation indicate that soil in the WBM 
cour s e s  is a re sult of improp e r  rolling during construction or a s  a 
re sult of traffic action. In tho se instance s  whe re the penetration of soil 
was rathe r uniform acr o s s  the se ction, infiltration appe ars to have been 
cause d by construction rolling while the subgrade was we t .  In other 
instance s ,  greater p enetration within the wheel tracks indicate s t)Iat 
the clay o r  soil was forced up by traffic . Naturally, some lo s s  of 
strength of the affected WBM cour se s would be expected;  howe-Ie r ,  the 
de gree of thi s lo s s  and its e quivalent in term s of reduced pavement 
thickne s s  could not be determined. 
Fig. 1 8 :  Photograph Showing Exposed Cross Section of a 
Rutted Pavement. 
Fig. 1 9 :  Photograph Showing Exposed Cross Section of a 
Rutted Pavement. Markers indicate the thickness 
of pavement laye rs , Demarcation line shows the 
height to which subgrade soil had intruded into the 
WBM base . 
' 
SUMMARY 
This r e - e valuation of the Kentucky flexible pavement de sign 
criterion has emphasized some recognized shortcomings of pave ­
ment de sign systems in gene ral and ha s further clarified some 
opinions conce rning needed revi sions in the pre sent flexible pave � 
ment de sign. 
Traffic evaluation based upon summations of e quivalent�wheel 
load s doe s take into acc ount both volume s and weights of traffic . The 
proje c ted service - life of a flexible pavement designed by this method 
is dependent up on the accuracy of the traffic p roje ctions . The origi­
nal 1 0 - yr .  basis of p redicting traffic has been revised to a 2 0 ·- yr . 
basi s ,  and the report indicate s that the 20 - yr , traffic proje c tions may 
be reasonably valid . The ave r age value for each volume system 
analyzed is clo se to the p r oje c ted traffic value . 
The need for an adequate me thod of rating pavement pe rformance 
i s  r e cognized .  The four method s used here are advocated only a s  being 
a c ombination that can be used . The visual rating while probably the 
old e st and sounde st method is usually open to more criticism than s ome 
of the othe r s .  Visual ratings were the basis for selection of locations 
for load deflection measurements and pavement opening s .  De sign 
curve s for two traffic volume group s  were p repared from the visual 
p erformance ratings . 
The r oughne s s  mea sureme nts taken by the triaxial accelera­
tion method , though difficult to analyze on a p rojec t  basi s ,  undoubtedly 
have basic significance with re gard to ove r - all pavement adequacy .  
The data appear to correlate with the visual pe rformance rating . 
- 32,-
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Load-deflection me asurements we re used in the analy sis of 
ade quate pavement thickne s s  for average subgrade support on various 
traffic volume group s .  Tho se points indicated a ne ed for revi sion of 
thickne s s .  
Pavement openings we r e  used to e xamine the laye red system 
of selecte d  rutted pavements . The openings pe rmitted the dete rmina­
tion of the extent of rutting in each laye r of the pavement. The 
majority of the pavements studied were constructed using water-bound 
macadam base and 7 of the 9 locations opened were constructed with 
laye r s  of WBM ba se . Of the pavements opened, it was noted that 72 
p e rc ent of rutting was c onfined to the laye r s  of WBM base while 4 p e r ­
cent w a s  localized in the bituminous cour se s .  Only 2 4  percent of the 
rutting penetrated the p avement structure to the subgrade . It appears  
that one of  the greate st shortcomings of  WBM type base is its sus ­
c eptibility to sub grade infiltration. Clay sub grade s tend to fill the void s 
in the base and to lubricate the stone and cause rutting . 
C lay subgrade can be forced into the base during construction 
by e xtensive rolling ove r a wet subgrade . Water bonding itself can 
p r ovide the moi sture fo r the sub grade softening . Where the infiltra ­
tion o f  subgrade doe s not vary through the cro s s  se ction and i s  at the 
same elevation in the wheel tracks as elsewhe r e ,  it app ear s that the 
infiltration occurred af the time of construction. 
T r affic can p ump subg r ade soil into the voids of WBM . If 
traffic is the motivating force , the height of infiltration would normally 
be greate r in the whe el tracks . In the majority of the locations opened 
the infiltration was to a uniform elevation, and it is deduced that the 
s ubgrade soil was rolled into the ba se by construction e quipment. 
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Den s e -· graded aggre gate base i s  le s s  susceptibile to damage 
from subgrade infiltration and lubrication. P re sent Kentucky speci­
fications re quire the moisture to be added to the stone in a plant­
mix operation, the reby eliminating the pos sibility of ove r -wetting 
the subgrade at that time . Dense - graded aggre gate type base having 
c onside rably l e s s  voids than the average waterbound macadam is a 
much bette r insulation again s t  subgrade infiltration. 
The flexible pavement de sign curve s shown in Fig . 20 r e ­
pre sent the c ombination o f  the data from the 1 948 study, r evisions 
to 1 9 5  7, and the re sults of the various approache s p r e  sen ted in the 
pre sent inve stigation . T he se curve s require a somewhat greater 
total thickne s s  of pavement in the lower CBR range . The curve s 
have been extended to a CBR value of 2 ,  primarily to empha size the 
need for subgrade improvement o r  stabilization of soils with CBR 
value s of le s s  than 3 .  It i s  still recommended that soils with CBR of 
le s s  than 3 not be used for subgrade . The curve s have been extended 
to CBR 1 00 to permit the use of the curve s for subbase or local 
granular material s .  The thickne s se s  have be en reduced for CBR 
value s of ove r 2 0 .  
P r e sent Departmental policie s r e garding the type s of base ma­
terial s and relative course thickne s s e s  for the various Highway 
syste m s  appear to be sound . 
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Fig_. 20: Revised Flexible Pavement Design Curves , 
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APPENDIX 
COUNTY ______ _ ROAD NAME ---==='------ ROUTE NO, -
PROJECT LIMITS --===----------- PROJECT NO, ---------
LOADOMETER STATION REFERENCE ...5/q/., _,4,_,_,.,..--,.9e /957 · ;r:i/-,a?'c; &r<'Vp�&<PCI-�!!)f?J:') " 
(1) Per Cent of Trucks . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . • . . . . . . /5 � 
(2)  Axles per Truck • , • , 
(3)  Average 24 hour Traffic 
(4) Av. 24 hour Truck Traffic = (1) x (3)  
(5)  Av. Yearly increase, lO yr. period = (� . , , . . . .  
2 
(6) Av. 24 hr. Truck Traffic for 10 yr. period = (4) f (5) 
(7) Av, Axles per Truck for 10 yr, period = (2) f 0.05 
(8) Total Axels in 10 years - (6) x (7) x 10 x 365 -- . .. .. 0 • .. .. 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Axle Total % of Plus Corrected Total Axles 
Load Axles Total Axles Correct. % of total by lit, Class 
(tons ) from L, Sta. Axles (2) X (5) 
(3)  f (4) 
4t-5t 11' C'O <;.57§ d'; ZCf 0 S,.Z.C15 4/6> .55#-
5i-# II -;:£; 73.? 0 � 73Z. 37,£f: tf,!!PZ. 
&t-?t II -1. :73.Z. 1.25 6�98'.Z. -9'- 7C:: 7 /� 
7i4 1/ <"". 5?4- 0.85 .5,#Z4- .-;t-3'� Ctf& 
St-9-k I I  <"-. ;cJ/ 1.50 5'6?7 /  .-;<-.,<� z.z .... 
9i-lai I/ /, Z. b / 0.35 ! 61 1  /.ZC}!'9.ZZ. 
lo}-llt / I  c. ;56' 0 &: ;56? ;.z;. .. � 
llt-lzt II 0 0 c c7 
TOTAL E�L for 10 year period (two directions) 
36-:£0 
56 / 
Z. 6c?7 
. . • 
(7) (8)  
Calif. ENL for two 
Factors directions 
(6) X (7) 
1 #� 5-ff'.;JI.-
-
2 75? 35¢1'-
4 d 9/� <!P.:>tf 
8 � <I'?..;. ?-<!PC: 
16 ?/7c;'5?-t? 
32 1j' !.Z4"'SO<"-
64 d?'O'� .Z::../6 
128 0 
/1�.,(6?538' 
Fig. IA: Sample Calculation for Estimating 10- Yr. EWL's .  
TRAFFIC VOl 1n•;E GROUP 3000+ 
COU"'rY _________ RO•\D ''iAliE _ ___::==---------- ROUTE NO,_;:==--
PROJECT I IHITS..:.::==--------------------
1 o :\Do����rsR sTATIOF R"SF�:rr���c� 5/q/c M-'?..---??ec/'-c /9 . ::-Fz 
PROJECT NO. -'-'='---
/age. 6rcap 3C?cc?- ?' .929 ; . 
{1) Per Cent of TrucYs • • •  
(2) Average Axles per True¥. 
(3) Average 24 Hour Traffic 
(4) Average 24 Hour Tr,lcJ· Traffic = (1)  x l3) 
( 5 )  Average 24 Hour Truck Traffic a t  End of 10 "ear Perj.od = 1 . 465 x (4) 
(6) Aver8ge Axles per Truck at End of 10 Year Period 
(7) Total Axles in 20 Yesrs = (5)  x (6) x 365 x 20 • 
(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) 
Axle Total % of Total Correction Corrected % 
I oad Axles Axles From of Total Axles 
(Tons) ( 7) Load Sta. (C) + (D) 
4-�·-5-!- t;.. . <-zo.:r 0 . 09 SZ9� 
5·t-6-� !:> -;', 73Z 0.13 � $'6 z_. 
6!-?t "� ¢-, 73Z 0.27 c?:co Z-
?t-8�- � ,_, ,_:,-7""" 0 .15 -1; ? .z "' 
st-9t � 4'-; / 0 /  0 . 11 ?-, Z./ / 
��-1�- � /, <:: 6/ 0.05 / 3/ /  
10t-11·� � c?, /:?5 o.oo c. /:n?' 
1lt-12!- ' ) 0 o.oo c 
(2) + 0,19 
. . 
(F) 
Total Axles by 
Weight Class 
(B) x (E) 
5'?L8c79 
eTc?/ -1-3.;> 
Ji'L ..; 5/ Z 
7 7c5;?6"$ 
? 9-f. /L 7 
z. / � /0 /  
z "- CJ ?- .,:-
& 
'I'O'T'AL EHL for 20 year period ( two directions L 
!5.4-
56'/ 
(G) (H) 
EWL EVJL for 
Factor Two Directions 
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8 
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32 
64 
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$ ? 2; 6"C9 
� 6CL; .5"70 
.J: z� "'-1-,5 
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/t,. /&'6 CJ3 z. 
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Fig . IIA: Sample Calculation for Estimating 20- Y r .  E WL ' s .  
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TABLE 2. SUMMARY OF ACTUAL TRAFFIC 
J.m:t!.GE DAILY ruDlC (VE!!ICLEB l'Eil. DAY) 
""" """'" ""' '"' 1950 "" 
J.nd�r901l F 208(4) 
Ball=d- AS 6J(4) 
McCrack"" 
Ba:rren-llart :t 28(5) 1000 1100 
F 7(5) 
'-ll '1' 151(?) 
!' 21(5) 
lldl u J22(?) ..,, 
lloyd l"' 8(4) 2)00 '500 
!' 1{4) ''" :!'I 8(6) 
Boyle F 241;.(4) 
:Brecll:inrldge- l' 52J(J) 
Me., de 
Carter FI 4(4) 
Carter FI 4{6) 
Carter n 13(.5l 
O>ey 5P 72(4) 
Clinton s 10(.5) 
Otuilierland ]' 116(10) 
Davhos F 12.5�18) 16.50 1900 '""' 
Davieo...Ohlo F 12.5 19) 1.500 "" 
ElUott-Ro""" s 288(.5) 
Feyeth Ul 5J8(5) 
Fayette !tS 34-)04-10 
:ll'ayette- F 524(4) 3000 3200 "" 
JUB!Uill..!>e F 524{5) JOOO J200 J800 
!'ayetto- FI 124(4) 2600 "'' J678 "" 
Madiaon 
Fr�lin- F 326(22) 2200 
Woodford 2200 
Garrard s 366(2) 
e>arrard F 525(4) 2100 2300 "" 
Ge.rrerd F 525(5) 
Garrerd :!' 525(3} 500 "" 3000 3100 
Graves F 146(19) 
iha)'tiOn s 462(4) 
Harrison F 189(5) '"" 
Earrhon F' 189(6) 
""' FI 169(12) 
Hcnd�roon F .526(9) 700 1100 
Render"'>n- :r 526(12) 
Webster 
l!enry 5 552(1) 
oo- 552(2) 
·�ey F 536(3} 
"'-· ]' 526(6) J50 " "' ??5 
Hopidns F 526(7) "' 17.50 
Jefferson u 528(2) 
Jeffer�mn u 528(10) 
Jefferson u 528(12) 
Jefferson 1l' 528(14) 
Jeffer•on 1l' 528(16) 
1. VaJ.ueB in peren.theBi� eetimahd from paY,..en.t thlel!:neu end design o:e:a. 
2, Up to tiDie of resurfacing. 
"" 1953 1954 1955 
"" ''"' '"" "' '" 
lljO uso u" uoo 
2650 )000 3?50 '"' 
2050 2091 ""' "" "'' J900 3950 ""' 1500 1550 "" 
1670 2200 ,.,,, JJOO 
1785 2293 "" ""' 1780 ""' "'"' 
695 ?00 '" 6,, "'' 
28.50 ""' J050 "" 
1850 1915 1970 "" 
6" 
)200 '""' "" .,6 
'"' "" 5000 6000 4300 C500 "" 6000 
"'' '"'" 5'00 5650 
"" 3350' "'' 3.550 "" JJ.50 ''" 3.550 
3000 :uoo J'OO 
JOOO 3500 )650 "" 
)200 
3000 3200 3350 '"' 
'" "' '" '"'" 4100 '"' "'' 
""' ''" 2320 ''" 
"" 5850 "" 
2300 JSOO 3750 -
2950 3JOO J650 
lZOO 
2?76 3000 33.50 "'' ""'' J?OO '"'" 4250 
---
AS 
'9% 
2050 "' 
lJOO 
2500 
"" 
:uoo '"'' "" 
'"'' "''' 
25'!5 
?05 "' 
1000 "" 
20.50 "' """ "" 
6500 
6500 
5.500 
41.50 
4150 
"" 
J900 
JJOO 
36.50 
4)00 "' 
4100 
"" 
5250 "'" 
4)00 
U<5 
"'' '"''' 
4750 "'" 
9820 
18363 ,.,.., 
23076 
DETERMINED BY TRAFFtC COUNTS 
'OOTAL AC'roAL ""'" EIIL1 S Tl!liOUGH CRBOli'OLOGICAL "'" ' 
195? DESlGll D'L "" AGE Ill' !Ul!S ""' """ ' 
noo 6,000,000 2.9�5.619 ' '·' I "' - 1?1,)57 ' -"'' - 2,2-7?.801 ' -
"" 2),4oO,OOO 2,162.,165 ' '·' I - - ' -"" - ),08?,991 ' -
'""' {8,000,000)1' 1,909.637 6 '·' )600 (6,000,000) 7.523.949 6 12.5 
1750 (4,000,000) 2,2)0,655 ' 5.6 
"'' (15,000,000) 2,08),640 6 ,_, 
3100 (l_s,ooo,ooo; 1,669,6.57 5 '-' 
2700 (J�.ooo.ooo) 1,59),981 6 '·' 
no (1,000,000) ?4J,629 ' '·' "' (1,000,000) 205,6.54 ' '·' "" (12,000,000) 874,lB9 ' "·' 
4500 - 10,407, 66!r 9 -
2100 - 4,579.1Wo ' -'"' 1, 000,000 13B,o()!!. J '·' 
.5.500 (40,000,000) 9 • .51J,7J2 ' '·' 10+12 to )6-.oo ll?., (40,000,000) 23.375.090 ' 5-" E.ems1nder of :project - ' -"" (!),000,000) 12,881,449 9 9.6 J��•...,ue County 
7000 (35,ooo,ooo) 12,881,4492 �- IleliOll.inder of "Project 4,302,0952• 2.92- Jeueodne Cot�nty 4,302.09.5 • s'· -- n....u.nder- of l'rojeet ''"'' - J0,065,60B ii:2. -- Mad.i"on County only 
4235 (20,000,000) 20,;184,190 ? 10.5 Woodford County 
4235 (15,000,000) 20,984,1902 �2. 14.0 :ll'ranklin County ij:��;fJ2: 6.7<!-. Woodford County 
(20,000,000} 
s'· 8.92' Frankll.n County 
'"' 5,2:83,0)6 5 '·' 
395!:> - 8,214,8692 �2. -5,009,095 • -"""' 13,000,000 3.503,837 J '·' "'" - 8,644,5292 1�2- -5.597.578 . -
4J50 3.5.500,000 5.916.0'77 ' '·' .., (500,000} 138.911 5 '·' 
4200 {15,000,000) 4,214,9162 �2- �:�z. 3,0'!0,214 • .!11 b'll.t north 2.2 u:U.ss 
2800 (5,000,000) 2,338.3622 6 �·.jz. 1,2)6,6'i'C ' •'· .!11 but sonth 1.0 ..Ue ,.., (35,000.000) 17,)88,184 5 '·' 
5100 ()O,OOU,OOO) 15,4)4,726 ' -'""' ()0,000,000) 11,955.?06 ' -
1250 2,500,000 1,055.558 ' o.c 
1250 2,500,000 1,2'58,611 J 5.0 ""' (18,000,000) 14,741,)44 " -
5300 (35,ooo,ooo) l.6,8J9,804 ' -
(20,000,000} - 6 -
(30,000,000) - 5 -
(eo,ooo,ooo) - ' --"""' (eo,ooo,ooo) 2),4?9,023 ' '·' 
(80,000,000) - ' -
TABLE 2. ( Continued) 
-· 
' Avn!GE DAILY TRAFFIC (v:EHICLES PER DAY} l'OTAL ACTUIL 
"""' EWL t S !!!EOUC;R CEJ!Oll'QLOG!CAL AGE !R 
'"'"" P!IOJJ!CT "" '"" 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 19.57 DESIG!I EIIL 1957 AGE IN n:•'!!S """ 
"""""' 
Johnson 77 A(2J) 1.500 1500 t600 1750 "" 2100 2125 - -- - -
"'" s 72(J) 475 500 5" "' "" 750 800 -- 1,10?, 629 7 --Laurel s 150(4) .,, 700 
"' 
uoo 
"
" 
{1,000,009? 1,112,:;67 5 11.1 Lanl"al FI 29(9) 
"" 
5'00 6200 7000 7500 7600 ?700 (Js,ooo,·ooo z4,6oo,0?6 7 7-' 
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"" 
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"' '
"" 
-
- 6,028,)22 5 -
·�· 
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'"' 
1425 
'"
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92),0
�
· 5'" } . }2. }4�0 to 3961-00 92},064 • 
,
,
. 
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"' 
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TABLE 3. !Conllnuedl 
1ll!EliJL TRACK DE!OEM.!TION (l/16") I 
,B. OR !1,11, LA.IIE E.B. OR S.B. LANE AVERAGE VALUES EXTEI'IT OF PAV:EMENT DISTRESS (jt) 
SPEED OF 
!.ll':& OF LANE OF ROUG!'Jl'ESS TOTALS . 
ll'rSIDE INSIDE INSIDE OU'l'SIDE ENTIRE "'"' "'"' AVEB.!GE ""' IDNGITUDINAL ALLIGA'ID'!l. =· STRUCTUI\!L 
COUNH PROJECT _, '''" TRACK """ PROJ!XlT ROUGEltESS ROUG!mESS """ (Ml?!!) CR.!.CXIIlG C:RACXING- PATCHING PATCEIIIG "'""' MINOR rom 
Johnson 77 A(ZJ) 4,00 2,00 2,00 ),00 2.75 ).00 N,:B, ,0718 55 
�" s 72{J) 5.50 2.25 5.50 7.00 s.o6 6.25 '�· 45 0 '·' 0 '·' 10.9 0 10,9 
Laurel s 150(4) s.oo 8.25 ?.60 10.00 7.71 6.6) !1,], .1157 " 0 10,2 0.5 '·' 18.5 0.5 19.0 
Laurel n 29(9) 7,00 s.so 7.00 s.s6 6.42 6,4J S,l!, .o802 55 0 0 0 0 ' 0 0 
L!Urel FI 51?(6) 9.17 9.17 4,8J 5,8) 8.75 9.84 N.B. .1006 " '·' 0.5 0.4 '·4 '·' 0.6 ).5 (Tmck Lanes) 10.00 11,00 12,00 8,00 
Lawrence F ?8(6) 2.25 1.50 2.25 1.25 1.81 1.88 N,B, .O?.W 55 
Li-vingstone- F 530(6) 7" s.oo 2,50 6.00 1.50 ).75 ).75 W,B, .0641 55 0 0 ' 10,} 10.} 0 10.} 
Lyon "" 6.25 5.50 5-?5 9-75 6.61 5.86 w.:s. .0574 55 0 0 0 J.8 '·' 0 ).8 
19 " 1}.00 4.50 12.50 6.50 9.6} 8.75 w.:s. .0655 55 0 0 0 24.6 24.6 0 24.6 
Madison FI 299(6) 17" 7.00 9.00 ?.29 7.86 7.79 7.58 s.:s. .0690 55 O.J 0 0 o., o., O.J 0.5 
1U" 6.67 7.67 7.60 11.40 8.}4 9.50 s.:s. 0758 55 o., 0 0 '·' l.J '-' '·4 Marshall F 163(9) " "  4.80 }.80 2.6} 5.00 4.06 4.30 W.B. ,0697 55 '-' 0 L4 '·4 '·4 LJ '·' ' " }.50 1.50 4.67 2.]} }.00 2.50 w.:s. ,0661 55 0 0 0 '·' o., 0 o., 
Marsball- F 5J0(6) 2.00 1.j0 2.50 2.17 2.04 1.75 w.:s. .0546 55 0 ' 0 0 0 0 0 
MeCraek..n 
Mercer !' 294(2} 6.67 6.67 10,4o 1).00 9.19 6.6? u. ,0806 " 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Muh1enb·�:rg F 4o{6) J.2i.11 6.67 6.50 5.50 6.00 6.17 6.59 u. ,0866 55 0 0.5 0 0.5 LO 0 LO 
15.._, 4.00 4.25 s.oo ?.25 5.1} 4.1} w.:s. .0855 55 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
181-· ?.so 6,00 6.50 12.00 6,00 6.?5 w.:s. ·'""' 55 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Nelson F 222(4) 5-25 2.?5 4.75 5.25 4.50 5.00 ·�· .0973 55 6.5 '"' 0 ).4 6.5 6.5 1),0 
Nieholaa F 234(9) "" 3,50 4.00 l.OO 2.50 2.75 J-75 W,E. .o .. 55 
16" 2.20 4,60 J,?5 }.00 J-39 '·"" \I,E, .0599 55 
Ohlo SF 92-224 1,60 ,.00 0.60 1.60 1,20 1.10 s.:s. .092} 55 0 0 0 '·' u 0 u 
Oirlo s 473(2) 2.80 o.Bo 1,60 2.80 2.05 2,}0 ·�· .1178 55 0 0 o., 10,1 10.1 '·' 10.} 
Pulaski SP 100-235 [6) 5.60 4.60 4.80 4.60 4.90 4.70 E,B. .0862 55 0 ' 0 0 0 0 0 
Pul.Mki F 502(4) 5.50 3.75 2.?5 6.50 4,6} 4,6) S,B, ·'""" 55 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
PuJ.aeki u 110(4) 5.00 4.}} 6.00 5.67 5-25 4.67 N.ll. .0765 55 0 0 0 '·' u 0 u 
Baekcaot1e :rt ?0(6) 6,00 6.25 2. 75 }.50 j,OB 4.56 ,�. .1)85 55 o., 0 0 0.6 0.6 o., 0.8 {Tru.ck Lane) 5,00 ?.00 
Jlockoastle Fl 88(6) 7,00 ).4<> 11.60 ?.60 10,9} 1}.80 S.ll, .108? 55 '·' 0.4 0 0 0.4 '· J 2.7 (Tru.ek Lane) 16,00 20.00 
Rockee.stle FI .517(7) 17.4o 11.60 _5.40 6.4o 10.20 14,_50 N,:S. .0951 l5 '·0 1_5.3 0.6 ).6 18.9 '·6 20.5 
,_ FI 3(8) 12" 4,00 s.oo 5.00 3.6? 4.42 4,50 w.:s. ·"" " 0 0 0 4.6 4.6 0 4.6 
15" _s.oo 6.6? 4,00 4.00 4,92 5.84 W.ll. .0881 " o.s 0 0 4.5 4.5 O.J J.O 
Wa:rren FI 11)(_5) OS Ln. 5,00 4,50 5.25 7.50 4.19 6.38 u. ,0780 55 '·0 0 0 o., '·' '-' '·' 
FI 16(2) lS Ln. 2.75 z.z.s 3.50 2.75 
Webster F _526(10) ?.20 4.4<> 6.60 9.40 6.90 8.00 S,ll. ,0870 55 '·' u 0.4 '-' '·' '·' 1./1..? 
Webster F 526(13) 12 J/4" 10.00 5.50 9.50 12,00 9.25 10.75 S,ll, .0953 55 '-' '·' 0 '·5 5.6 '·' 6.7 
16 J/4" 8.67 7.6? 10,J3 8.67 6,84 9.50 '�· .0872 " J.O o., 0 L7 '·' ).0 4.B 
WhitlBy FI 2}(16) 11" 10,00 9.00 6,}} ?.67 8.25 7.00 s.:s. .0716 55 u u 0 '·' L9 '·' J.O 
15" 9.00 7.00 4.50 8,50 ?.25 6,50 s.:a. .0972 55 o., 0 0 o., o., o., o., - -- -- ---
TABLE 4. SUMMARY OF f'IIIVEMENT DEFLECTIONS UNDER AN 18,000 POUND SINGLE AXLE LOAD 
BmKEL!UN llEAM DFJ'L:ECTIONS {INCI!ES) 
FALL, 1957 SPRING, 1956 
P.L'VlKEII'T" 
THICKNESS INSIDE OUTSIDE INSIDE OUTSIDE 
OOmlff PIIOJECT (INCHES) TRACK TRACK AVERAGE TRACK TRACK AVERAGE PAV!v.EN'l' CONDITION 
Andeuon F 208{4) �� J/4 .016 .010 ,013 ,016 ,010 ,01) SatiBfactnry 
Barren-Hart r "(l) lJ 1/2 - - - ,020 .00.8 .01.9 Satisfactory J' 7(5 lJ 1/2 - - -- ,015 ,016 ,016 Sathf>lctory 
Average .018 ,017 .017 
.. ,. Fl 8(4) 14 -- -- - .010 .014 .012 Sathf!tctory 
J' 1(4) 
lloyd FI 8(6) 12 J/4 ,007 ,009 ,008 ,008 ,012 .010 SatiefB.otory 
12 J/1+ .00"/ .009 .008 ,009 .011 ,010 Satisfactory 
Averlll:e .ow ,009 ,008 ,009 ,012 .010 
Boyle F 244(4) 10 J/4 ,012 .010 .011 ,007 ,007 ,007 Setisfactory 
10 J/4 ·"' ,016 ,014 ,010 ,012 ,011 Satisfactory 
Avemge ,012 .01) ,01) .009 ,010 .009 
Carter Fl 13(5) 15 - - - ,036 ,016 .026 Satiefactoey 
Elliott-Rowan s 288(5) 5 1/4 - - - ,080 ,114 . 0<)7  Satisfactory 
5 1/4 - -- -- ,051 .098 .075 Satiefac:tory 
Average .066 .106 .086 
Fayette RS )4-)04-10 10 J/4 ,020 .019 .020 ,028 ,028 .028 Satiafactory 
10 J/4 .012 .02) ,017 ,019 ,025 ,022 Satisfactory 
Average ,016 ,0<'1 ,019 ,024 ,026 ,025 
Fayette-- Fl 124(4) ll 1/2 .009 ,010 ,010 ,007 ,008 .o08 Satisfactory 
Madhon 
Garrard !' 525(4) 15 - - - .032 .034 ,OJJ UneatiBfactcry 
Garrard r 525(5) 13 J/4 - -- - ,015 ,016 ,016 Satisfactory 
13 3/4 - - - ,017 ,014 .015 Sathfactory 
Average ,016 .015 ,016 
Garrard ]' 525(3.) 14 . - - - .021 .028 ,025 Satisfactory 
Garrard a 366(2} 13 J/4 -- - - ,015 ,020 ,018 Satisfactory 
13 3/4 -- - - .o:n ,02) ,028 Satisfactory 
Average ,024 ,022 ,023 
Graves r 146(19) 14 J/4 ,008 .014 .011 ,012 ,017 ,015 Satisfactory 
14 J/4 ,0)1 ,029 ,0)0 .035 .0)7 ,036 Satisfactory 
Average .020 ,021 ,021 ,024 .027 ,026 
Grayeon s 462(4) 7 1/2 · '" ,0)2 .oj5 .077 .062 ,070 Satiefa.ctory 
7 1/2 ,126 .168 .14? ,180 .190 .185 Une,.Usfactory 
Average .082 .100 .091 .129 ,126 .128 
.. ,. Fl 169(12) 13 1/2 .au .014 ,01) ,014 ,014 .014 Sathfaotory 
13 1/2 ,015 ,026 ,021 ,016 ,022 .019 Satisfactory 
Average .OlJ .020 ,017 .015 ,018 ,017 
Henry :r 536(3) ll 1/4 .osa ,050 .054 .044 ,045 .044 Unsatisfactory 
11 1/4 ,042 .o4o ,041 ,043 ,050 ,047 Satisfactory 
11 1/4 .077 ,060 ·"" .061 ,056 ,059 Uneatis:Co.ctory 
Average ,059 .050 ,055 .047 .050 .050 
Hopkins :r 526(?) " ,046 ,0)6 ,041 .0)2 ,0)9 .0)6 Unsathfaetory 
12 ,024 .026 ,025 ,051 .009 ,050 Sathfaetory 
Average .0)5 ,031 ,OJJ .042 .o44 ,04) 
15 .022 ,022 .022 ,OJ8 .o48 .04) Unsatiah.etory 
15 .028 ,036 ,0)2 ,029 ,031 ,0)0 Satisfactory 
Average .025 ,029 ,027 ,0)4 .o4o ,OJ? 
Laurel a 150(4} 6 .060 ,047 ,054 .0"/2 .0"/2 .0?2 Satiafactory 
6 ,061 .050 ,056 .1)6 .096 .116 Unaatisfactory 
Average .061 .009 .055 .104 ,084 .094 
Laurel FI 29(9) lJ 1/2 .008 .on ,010 ,012 .015 ,014 Satiaf>l<ltory 
13 1/2 ,025 ,041 ,OJJ .OJO ,0)4 ,0)2 Unsatisfactory 
Average ,017 .026 ,021 ,021 .025 ,023 
Lawren<'e F 78(6) 8 1/4 - -- -- ,107 ,122 ,115 Unaa tiBfae tory 
8 1/4 - - - .059 .117 ,088 1JMatisfaetory 
8 1/4 -- - - ,019 ,022 ,021 Satisfaetocy 
Average ,062 ,087 ,075 
Livingstone- F 5J0(6) 15 - - - .012 ,024 .018 Satiafactoey 
Lyon 15 - - - ,022 ,0)1 .026 Satiafaetcry 
Avernge .017 .028 ,022 
Madison FI 299(6) 15 1/2 .041 .041 ,041 ,0)8 .042 .o4o Unsatisfactocy 
15 1/2 ,017 ,023 .020 ,020 ,019 ,020 Sathfadoey 
15 1/2 ,020 .023 ,022 ,021 ,026 ,024 Unsatisfactory 
Average , 026 ,029 .028 ,026 ,029 ,028 
14 .o04 .006 ,005 .018 ,023 ,021 SatiBfaetocy 
,....... 
"""'' 
....... 1 :r 16)(9) 
lloi'Oer J' 294(2) 
lluble- ,. 40(6) 
li'eJ.eoa :r 222(4) 
Jlotlolu ' 2)4{9} 
.... II' 92-224 
- n :3(8) 
Whln17 FI 2:3(16) 
TAILE 5. SUMMARY OF 
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r 208(4) 
.
.
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r .244(14-) 
ra,.ue .. ,,...)1)4-10 
hJet\e .. Ill :34-:304-10 
r.,eu ... n 124(4) 
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-
r 294(2) 
• Jaol'll4iq •• 
• )60000 poaat taahB ale load. 
1'J.11KDI'!' 
""oms' (JIODS) 
1:1 :3/4 
10 ll4 10 :1/4 
Al'IJ'all 
10 :3[4 
10 :1/4 
1.1'11'161 
10 :3[4 
10 :3/4 
.o\.YeJ'I&O 
ll 1/2 
lS 1/.4 
15 1/4 
AYIJ11CO 
TABLE 4. ( Conllnuod l 
B:mniWJI BEAM DEi'LJX!TIOBS ( III'OD8) 
J'ALL, 195? 
l'AVDI!Il'! 
I!PllBG, 1958 
!RICDllSB IISilll OUTSIDE IIISl� OU'rSID» 
(IJICBllS) """ '"'" ,,.. """ ''"' ........ l'AVJMEI'! OOKDI!IOJ' 
10 • Ol<l .040 .o, .... ·"' .062 tfa��athtallt01'f 10 .010 ,024 .021 ,016 ,026 .021 Bat!afagto17 Anrasa ,024 ',0)2 ·"" ,029 .054 .
... 
12 ,024 ,0)0 ·"' .041 ,054 .... UaeatlefaobJ:T 12 ,02) .026 .ozs ,0)1 .0)1 :� Sathfaotol'J" J.Yonga .024 ,028 ,026 ,0)6 .04) 
15 l/4 ,041 .... .04, .041 .044 .04) 'Da•tl•faetoQ" 15 1/4 ,016 ,022 ,019 ,020 ,024 ,022 8&t1etaotory 
J.ver&�:a .029 ,0)6 .0)2 ,0)1 .0)4 .o, 
10 3/4 ::ll ·"' ,059 ,062 ,062 ... , Ua•athfactor, 10 3/4 ,0)2 .o;:; ,057 .... .053 SathfaetoJT Average ,051 ·""' .o .060 .oss ·'" 
l) 'J/4 ·"' ,028 .021 ,06) ·'"" .os4 Sathfaotoey 16 J/4 ,0)0 ,0)2 .0)1 ,0)2 ,0)0 .0)1 SaUetactorr 
1) - - - ::l! .0)4 ·.o,r. ti'BD&tltfaeto17 1) - - - .os6 .oso Ua��athfaCtoJT 
J.Te1'11&0 ·'" .045 .042 
11 ·'"' .... .071 .os6 .
.
.
 ,
 .
... llathfacto17 14 ,028 ,0)0 .o, ,0)0 .o, o0:3S 1JaA.t11facto17 
7 1l2 .... .071 . 
.,, 
.114 .124 oll9 u ..... t.htaotol'J' 7 1/2 .... ,070 ,076 .070 . 
.
... o1o6 Bat11faato17 .&.l'll'af!:l ·"' .071 ·"' ·"' .1:3:3 -11:3 
12 ,022 ,016 ,019 .007 ,041 .... 8athfacto17 12 ,025 .011 ·'"' ,027 .016 .022 Satilfactoey .&.l'll'llgl .o24- ,014 .019 ·"' · "' . 
.,, 
., 
.015 ,01:3 ,014 ,026 ,02,5 ,026 8atilfaoto17 
11 ,024 ,026 .02,5 ,0)2 ,029 ,0)1 UDI&Uifactaey 
15 ·"' ,024 .025 ,027 ,0)0 ·
"� S..ililfaatoq 
., 
,021 ,024 .o� ,025 ,02:3 ·
" 
Vllaathfaoiloq J.l'IJ'8CI ,024 ,024 .o ,026 ,027 .027 
MVEMENT DEFLECTIONS UNDER 32,000 POUND TANDEM LOAD 
BZ!fDUWI' BEAK DllrLlOfi0!1'8 (Ili'ODS) 
III'StDI 1IBm W.OX OU�IDI W1tDL TlWlX 
......  
"""' ....... 
""" 
""" """"' """' "'"' ....... 
.... 
-
.W.BI m• m• ""'" .....  "" -· UL> J'J..fBIJII'l' OOII'DI'!IOJ' 
,01) .oos .012 • oo, ,006 .
... 
,011 ·"' ,011 lla.U•fac1lo17 
·"' .007 .oos • oos .... ·"' ·"' .... 
.... 
kt.!.lfaotoey 
,010 ,010 .010 ,011 ,011 ,011 ,011 ,011 ,011 kthfaotcrr 
.
... ·"'' .oo, ,010 ,010 ,010 ,010 .010 ,010 
,026 ,010 .026 ,026 .ou. ,022 ,026 ,011 ,024 U.U1factof7 
,01:3 ,007 .014 ,02l ,010 ,021 ,017 .
... 
,018 Sat!.•factof7 
,020 .009 .ozo ,024 ,011 ,022 ,022 .010. ,021 
.021 ,011 .027 ,026 .011 ,02:3 ,027 ,011 ,02,5 Sathfac�Of1 
,017 ,007 .017 ,026 ,012 ,026 ·"' ,010 ·'" Sathfaoto17 
.022 ,009 .022 ,026 ,012 ,025 ,024 ,011 ,024 
·"' ,oos ... , ·"' ,oos .007 ,007 ,oos ·"
' 
'Je.t1efactor,r 
,0)3 ,018 ,OJ:I .0:37 ,019 ,OJ? ,0:15 ,019 ,0:15 VDeathfaoiloey 
,016 ,004 ,015 ,021 .oos ,021 ,019 .... ,018 S..Udaotoey 
,025 .ou .o24 ,029 ,01.3 .029 .021 ,012 ,0., 
TAIILE 6. SUMMARY O F  FIELD DENSITY MEASURMENTS 
COUNTY 
Boyle 
llullitt 
Davieaa 
Fayette 
Laurel 
Madiaon 
Mercer 
Rockcestlel · 
Rockcastla2 · 
1. Truck Lane 
2, Fesaing Lane 
PROJECT 
!\IT). 
F 2<>4(4) no 
106 
---
10, 
F 125(18) "' 
10} 
UI 538(5} 104 
98 
" 517(6) ---
98 
" 299 (6) H) 
95 
F 294(2) ,,, 
8) 
FI 88(6) ---
lU 
FI 88(6) ---
---
), I'/!� indiC�teS in•'iciE \•,"C_Hl traC,_, 
B'"T indlc�tos betl•"ce;< ,..r_nel tr,c,.::s. 
O�"T ic.tlicqtee outotde w·-eel tnot;;. 
BWTJ. 
m 
109 
---
100 
H7 
U6 
104 
104 
---
H5 
H5 
108 
U6 
99 
w 
1H 
---
---
IN PLACE DENSITIES OF PA I'D!ENT CQHPONEN'l'S 
(lb�. per cu. f t . )  
SUimRADE SGIL G-lli'ULAR l!.A.S:E 
(sand method) 
OIITJ· V.ETEOD (· o�i MATERIAL COURSE "' BWT 0" 
--- Rainlmrt 21.1.1 --- --- --- - ---
1oe s,.nd --- --- --- --- ---
--- Rainhart 2).) OOA Total "' '30 '" 
100 Send --- --- --- --- --
m Rainhart 2).9 "'' To tel 146 '" 130 
109 'M8 --- --- --- --- ---
108 Rainhnrt 28.0 "'' '" 1)8 1"'1 ---
91 Send "'" llottom 1)7 '"' --
--- RAinhart 19 .11 "" ,,, 14? 148 1., 
108 s,nd "'' :Bottom --- --- ---
H) Rainhnrt 19.7 "'' Top --- 117 141l 
109 s,nd "'' Bottom ua 14j ---
--- Rainhart 16.0 - ,,, 161 us 151 
--- Sa nil "'' Bottom 1)7 1)0 ---
n8 Rainh,rt 18,7 ''" ,,, "6 "6 98 
H) Sand "'' Bottom 1S, '19 '35 
H7 Ra1nll8rt 28.9 't!Bll. Middle 159 1)6 1)8 
n4 s�nd "'" :So ttom "' "' H6 
l!ITUMINClUS CO!l�Rf.'I'E 
(we.ter dspl'lcement) 
'" "' "" 
15} "' '" 
146 '"' 1W. 
144 '"' 14<5 
145 '"' 14? 
'"7 148 148 
148 1'9 148 
1'9 1'9 14? 
'"' 15' 1'9 
"5 148 14B 
TABLE 7. SUMMARY OF DATA FROM BASE AND SUB GRADE SAMPLES 
STD. PROC!roR GRAIN SIZE DI STRlBUTlON 
MIN. 
LIQUID :E'L..!..STICI TY ""'· OPT. PERCE!lT PERCST PERCENT PERCnlT SPECIFIC w .  ""' 
COUNTY PBOJECT SAMFLE IDENTIFICATION LIMIT INDEX ""· M,C, '""' SILT ""'' COLLI ODS GRAVl'I.'Y "' CLASSIFICATION 
l!O)'le !' 244(4-} Subgmd.e - lnaide Wheel )1 10 106 lB " " 19 0 2,?1 " A-4(8) 
Track 
Davie•• F 125(18) Subgrade - Indde Wheel )0 12 m 1? 12 64 " 9 2 . ?6 7 A-6(9) 
Track 
l!!IM - Oute1da Wheal Track lB J ,. J ' 0 
Fayette UI 538(5) Subgrade - Outside Wheel ., " 99 '6 " 44 )0 " 2, ?9 8 A-7-6(15) 
Track 
l!!IM - Bottom Twr. Couroeo - " 5 9'' 4 4 1 
Outside Wheel Track 
Laurel FI 51?(6) Subgrade - Ouhide llheel )4 14 no 1? ,, J7 40 " 2.?6 3 A-6(9) 
Track 
Subgrade - Ineidfl Wheel " 9 11) 14 J9 )9 " 6 8.64 6 A-4(8) 
'�"' 
WllM - Bottom Course - 19 5 ,. J ' 8 
Between llheel Traeke 
miN - Middl.e Oourse - 16 "' ,. J ' 1 
Between llbael 'l'rack:e 
Madison !'I 299(6) Su"bgrade - Ine1de Wheel )0 " 11, 1? 19 ., " " 2.?9 7 A-6(8) 
Track 
"IIBM - Bottom Course - " 6 9)' 3 4 1 
Outside Wheel Track 
Mercer r 294(2) Sub grade - llatween Wheel " 11 118 14 '5 42 )3 15 2.81 , A-6(6) 
T:raeka 
"IIBM - Bottom Couroe - 14 NP "' ' ' 1 
Inside Wheel Track 
'!IBM - Middle Course - 16 ' ,. , 4 1 
Ouhide Wheel Track 
l!ockca.et1a FI 88(6) Subgrade - Outside Whflel )1 14 "' 16 ,, ,, '5 ' 2.?0 ,, A-6(9 ) 
( Truck Lane) Track 
'!IBM - Bottom Couree - " 7 ,. 4 4 1 
Outeilie Wheel Track 
WBM - Middle Oourae - 18 5 ,. ' 1 1 
Outside Wheel Track 
l!oekcaetle FI 88(6) SUbgrade - Outside Wheel ,, 14 llj 16 " 47 " 5 2.?0 - A-6(10) 
(Paaeing Track Lro>o) 11BM - Bottom Course - 15 NP 98' 1 1 0 
Outoirle Wheel Track 
llulli tt Subgr"de - Between Wheel )5 16 "" 19 19 "' " 18 2.?5 5 A-6(10) 
Tracks 
00-A - Outside Wheal Tru.ck 17 NP 91' 6 J 1 
Percent larger the.n silt size. 
TABLE 8. DISTRIBUTION OF TRUCKS WITH RESPECT TO ADT BY YEARS 
FACTORS FROM LOAllOMETER STATION DATA 
!DADQ}IETER 19.51 19.52 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 TYPICAL VALUEs•• 
STATION OR 
TRA.FFIC ""'" "'" "'"" """ "'"" """" "'"" "'" 
I'OLUME PERCENT 'M PERCENT '" PERCENT '" PERCENT '" PERCDI"T '" PERCENT '" PERCENT '" PERCE:I'r '" 
"'"' 
TRUCKS TRUCK TRUOXS TRUCK TRUCKS TROClt TRUCKS TRUCK TRUCKS TRUCK TRUCKS TRUCK TRUCKS TRUCK TRUCKS TRUCK 
4 20.6 2.)72 18,8 z.4D.s 20,? 2.486 17.9 2, 482 1?.4 2.477 19,8 2,581 
" 
21.4 2.152 16.7 2,176 1),8 2.)10 t4.7 2.259 12.9 2 ,)4) 15.2 2.358 
" 
14.7 2, )37 14,0 2.377 12.9 2.419 16,2 2, 339 14.6 2,411 15.) 2.451 
,, 
28.9 2,4)8 26,1 2.554 28.9 2,675 2),8 2,695 22.9 2.748 25.) 2.841 
40 J0.6 2,610 26,1 2 , 650 28,Z 2.681 27.) 2,67) 25.4 2.699 25.) 2,827 2).6 2.995 
4> 29.5 2.579 27.1 2.651 26.2 2.655 25.6 2 ,  74.'i 24.2 2,816 Jl.J 2.895 
" 24. j 2.522 21,7 2,653 24,6 2 ,  70) 20.8 2, 713 20.7 2.76) 24,? 2,910 
4) 24.6 2 ,602 25.2 2 .619 25.7 2.706 2}.1 2,7JJ 22.6 2,728 24.4 2.933 24.6 ),087 
44 1).9 2.188 11.7 2.272 12.0 2.295 11,3 2.}68 11.4 2. 133 12.3 2,418 
45 16.8 2.615 18.0 2,670 17.1 2,728 15.6 2.741 16.? 2.?73 19.5 2,8}7 
" 
17.7 },0)8 22,} J,JJ? 
47 20,9 2.846 23.7 2.970 
4B 21,4 J,04o 22.1 3.245 44 19.3 2.997 18.5 }.152 
,, 
16,1 2 .}96 15.4 2 .557 
,, 
14.6 2,482 15.} 2.646 
" 
21.5 2.?47 22.9 2.889 
5J 2}.5 2,645 21.8 2.?45 
Average� 22.5 '·"' 20.5 2. 50} 21.0 2.56t> 19.6 2 . 575 18.9 2,609 20,5 2,7)6 21,0 2.962 
0-399 -- - - -- -- ·- - -- -· ... ·- - -- - 8.7 2.046 
400-999 -- - -- -- -
- -- - - .  -- - ·  - -- -- - 12.9 2.131 
1000-1999 -- 2 ,}75. - 2,415° -- 2,46o• - 2.511• -- 2.570° 2).5 2 .645 21.8 2,?45 14.4 2,510 
2000-2999 21,0 2. 395 18.7 2.475 22.2 2.6}0 16.8 2.612 17.4 2.477 18.2 2.?87 20.2 3.056 14.8 2.864 
}000-}999 26.9 2.551 2}.0 2. 482 19.4 2,492 19.7 2.560 18.4 2.667 20.8 2 , 64o 15.4 2.557 27.5 2,841 
4000-4999 )0.6 2.610 21.7 2 . 65} 26.4 2.692 18.5 2 . 526 l?.J 2. $23 20.} 2,7)6 2}.7 2.9?0 }8.8 2.744 
5000-over 14,? 2. JJ7 20.1 2,514 12.9 2,419 2?.3 2, ff1) 2}.1 2. 7}1 22.7 2.871 22.9 J.04J 1},4 }.Oo4 
Z:r:tra:polated, 
•• Typieal v,.lueo fumtehed by the Divhion of Pl!U!ning, Kentucky Department of Highway•, 
TAIILE 9. DISTIIIIIUTION OF TI�U(;K AXLES I!V WEIGHT GROUPS 
LOADOMETER PERCINT OF 'l"OTAL .AXLES BY WEIIJ.HT GROUP 
ST.A.T!ON DR 
'l'RA.FFIO 7000 9000 11000 1)000 lJUOO 17000 19000 21000 2)000 25000 
VOLUME miDER "' TO "' "' "' "' TO TO "' TO 
TEAl! ""''" 7000 9000 11000 lJOOO 15000 17000 19000 21000 2)000 25000 27000 
1951 4 65.820 10.010 4.059 J,505 6.458 7.749 2,0)0 0,)69 - - -
10 80,)09 ?.499 2,01) 4.)62 2,685 2.125 0.))6 0.6?1 - -- -
27 80.?0?* 3.751 4.180 ).859 5.788 1.286 0 ,)22 0,107 -- -
)1 sa.na 10.906 5.092 7.214 7 .J55 8,062 2.546 0,?07 - -- -
"" 53-970 12,))2 5-596 ?.482 7.543 6.995 4.562 1,2?7 0,182 0,061 -
41 )7,881 14-.743 4,)09 5.450 6,2)8 6.9?1 2.155 0,253 -- -- -
42 61.720 11.932 4.461 ).112 4.979 5-913 6.120 1,452 O.Jll -- -
4) 6?.278* ),466 4.995 5.607 8,05J 9 . 072 1,427 0.102 - -
44 75.711 10,816 2.994 ).294 2.694 J-593 0.599 0,299 - - -
45 ?0.149• 5-597 8.582 8,02) 4.8,51 2.0.52 0.?46 - - -
Averages ?4.990� 4,134 .5.218 .5.744 6.010 3.076 0.752 0.0?0 o.oo6 -
2000-2999 64.?64 11.339 3.8?0 5.32.5 ;.470 5. 739 2.773 0,?03 0,102 -- -
3000-)999 65.751 7.J87 4.)85 4,281 6.609 6.442 4.1)8 0,853 0.311 -- -
4000..It999 55-760 10.542 5-596 ?.482 7.543 6.995 4,,562 1.277 0,182 0, 061 -
5000-over 65.9J8 14.?69 ).751 4,180 3.859 5.?88 1.286 0,322 0,107 - -
1952 4 ?J.323 11.151 2,8)8 ).339 ).172 4.174 1.8)6 0,167 - -- -
10 84.525 ?.892 1.2)0 1.947 1.844 2.1,52 0.410 - - -- -
27 80.835* 5.641 5.178 4.250 2.782 0.850 0.)09 0.155 -- -
)1 59.974 11.2.54 3.561 5,243 5.243 6.7?7 4,659 2.665 0,)84 - -
"" 54.763 12.513 4.24.5 4,1)8 5-750 8,4)6 9 . )50 0.645 0,160 -- -
41 58.691 14.949 5.046 5.870 6.591 5.973 1.853 0,926 - 0,102 -
42 60,101 11.619 5. 730 3.696 9.961 ?. 024 1,479 0,)70 - -- -
4) 65.994� 3.650 4,0)5 5.764 7-973 12.008 0,480 0.096 - -
"' 72.952 10,422 2,015 3.02) 5.290 2.519 ).275 - 0,504 -- -
"' 76.961* 5.065 4,065 5.)92 5-392 ),105 -- - -- -
Averages 76.792 .. 3.904 4.055 5.)26 5.320 ).90) 0,558 0.130 0,010 -
2000-2999 67.2'}7 11,772 ).)75 ).923 4,774 4.716 ). 269 0.713 0,222 -- -
)000-3999 69.5)1 7.812 ).)09 ).951 4.7)3 5.365 4.757 0,469 0.0)2 o. oJ4- -
4000-4999 60,)17 11.40) 5 .  730 3.696 9.981 7.024 1.479 0.370 - -- -
5000-over 60.504 1).552 4.943 4.656 5.000 5.609 5.100 0.4?7 0.158 -- -
1953 4 7).983 ll.251 2,2)4 2.234 4,122 2.991 2.81) 0,186 0,186 -- -
10 so. 723 7.537 2.)48 3.949 ),)08 1,601 0,427 0,107 -- -- -
27 83.071* 5.709 4,429 2.265 2,654 1.476 0.098 0.098 - -
31 60,)47 11,)24 4,047 5.483 7.)11 ?. 702 3.)94 0.)92 - - -
40 53-329 12.186 4.496 4.770 5.811 .5- 97 6  11.897 1.425 0,055 0.055 --
41 60.224 15.339 4.1130 4,180 8.253 5.895 1. :m 0.214 0,214 0 , 108 -
42 57.185 11.055 4.425 6.096 6.961 9.)42 4.425 0.295 0,098 0,0<)8 -
4) 65.192* IJ..259 ). 601J. 6.224 8.518 10.975 1.228 -- - -
"' 68.581 9-797 3.153 4.054 4.7)0 4.279 4.279 1.127 - - -
45 70.)04� 6.9?7 ?.335 7.871 IJ.,8JO 2.504 0,179 - - -
Averages 75.14)"' il-,183 4.61) 5.688 5-399 4.)58 0.525 0,065 0,026 -
2000-2999 64,445 11,284 4.419 5.017 6.4)4 5 - 174 2,903 0,252 0,062 -- -
)000-)999 69,086 7. 762 ).485 ).947 5.629 4.398 4.269 0,669 0.054 0,027 -
4000-4999 56.244 10. 634 ll-.461 5.43J 6.396 ?.659 8, 161 0.860 0,077 o.r:m -
5000-over 6?.869 15.202 5 .709 4,429 2.265 2.854 1.4?6 0,098 0.096 - -
1954 4 65.866 10,016 3.824 4.412 6.471 4, 706 ).2)5 0,882 0.588 -- -
10 80,402 7 .5fJ7 1.849 2.276 2.276 3.414 2.134 0,142 - - -
27 74.326" 5.816 7 . 376 5-532 ).262 2.411 1.277 -- -- -
31 5).787 10.09) 5.017 9. 197 9.0)0 ?.02) 4,181 0,8)6 0,8)6 - -
40 52.919 11.919 4,808 4.921 5.769 8,428 11.14) 0.7)5 0,11) -- -
41 51.283 1).062 6.257 5.)13 ?.084 9.091 6.25? 1.535 0,116 -- -
42 52.104 10,073 6.061 6.061 6,173 11.6?2 6.958 0,786 0,112 -- -
4) 58.049* 5-587 5.303 7.102 9. 754 1), 258 0,852 0.095 - -
"' 68.454 9. 779 5.678 3.470 5, 047 2.524 4,101 0,6)1 0.)16 - -
45 66.66?• 6.996 8,025 6.564 7 .61) ).909 0,206 - - -
Averagea 67.42)� ).18? 5.576 6,108 7.561 7. 159 0,817 0,218 - -
2000-2999 60.6.55 10.620 5.410 6,219 6.)28 6.160 }.572 0,544 0,294 - -
}000-3999 6).)64 ?. 119 4.8?8 5.112 6,108 6.)61 5.986 0,799 0,27) -- -
4oOO-lf999 57.}62 10,845 5.9)9 6. 719 5.65} 7.46? 4.685 1,0}2 0.056 -- -
5000-over 52.)56 11.727 4.806 4.921 5. 769 8,428 11.14} 0.7}5 0.11} -- -
1955 4 72.907 11.087 2.249 2,778 3-175 ),8)6 2. 778 1.058 -- 0,132 --
10 81.954 ?.652 1.422 2.845 2.845 1.860 0,965 0,)28 - 0,109 -
27 79.208• 5.831 5.061 4,620 2,970 1.980 0,330 - - -
31 56.711 10,642 4,681 5 . 315 7 .4Bil- 8,894 4.772 1.193 0,108 -- -
40 51.304 11.72} 4. 737 5 . 315 6.}55 6,239 12. 652 1,444 0.173 -- 0.058 
41 59.185 15,075 4.261 4.348 6.174 6.609 }.565 0,696 - 0,087 -
42 5?.425 11.101 4.442 6.238 7.561 6.522 4,820 1,701 0.093 0.095 -
4) 6), 744• 3.8?0 4.976 6.951 8.531 10.742 1.027 0.159 - -
44 ?2. 794 10.399 4,412 J, )61 ).151 2.7)1 2.101 0,840 0.211 - -
45 75.136� 3.68) ).499 6.6)0 6.446 3.667 0,737 - - -
Aversges 72.762� 4.072 4,607 5-769 5 .  799 5.661 0.997 0,074 0,042 0,006 
2000-2999 71.479 12.515 2.249 2.778 ).175 ).8)6 2. 778 1.056 - 0,1)2 -
J000-)999 65.049 ?. JOB 4,212 4,288 6.054 6.651 5-371 0.949 0,120 -- -
4000...IJ999 68,142 12.88} },8)8 4.085 4.$46 }.81) 2. 17'? 0.451 - 0. 065 -
5000-over 53-71� 12, 0}7 4.590 5-777 6.958 6.)81 8, 736 1.573 0,133 0,048 -
� ULcier 9000. 
TABLE 9. !ConHnuodl 
LOADOMETER PERCENT OF TOTAL AXLES BY WEIGHT GI!OuP 
STATION OR 
TRAFFIC ?000 9000 11000 1)000 1,5000 17000 19000 21000 2)000 25000 
VOLTJME UNDER ro ro ro ro TO TO TO TO TO ro 
YEAlt GROUP 7000 9000 11000 1)000 1.5000 17000 19000 21000 2)000 25000 27000 
1956 40 49.607 11,565 5-337 5.913 ?.902 10,152 B.J?J 0.942 0.209 - -
4J '9.509 9 . 278 5 . 263 8 . 118 10,88) 8.296 ? • .583 0,981 -- o . o89 -
46 59-381 9.897 5.567 J.?ll 4 • .5)6 8,041 8, 041 0,826 -- - -
4? 48,)19 9.J'9 5-77? ?.0)8 9.664 11.450 ? . 983 0,)15 0,105 - -
48 51.466 1).145 4.146 6.8?6 10,010 8.)92 5.763 0.202 - -- --
'9 47 . )27 11.881 5.545 10,890 10. 297 6.337 ?.129 0.594 - - -
50 ?8,076 ?.159 ).132 2.685 2.908 ).356 2.237 0, 44? - - -
51 79.321 5.'9J 2.262 2,100 4,523 J-393 2, 262 0.646 - -- -
52 5? .5W? 9.691 4,717 5.746 ?.118 ?.290 6.9W/ o.asa 0,086 -- -
5J 69 ,419 ?. 645 3.0.58 J ,6?0 6.?28 4.587 3.6?0 1.223 - -- --
Averages .55.585 10.045 4.?53 6.05.5 8,026 8.o.so 6.689 0.716 0.050 0.009 -
1000-1999 69.419 ? . 645 3 . 0.58 :; . 6?0 6.728 4.587 ) . 670 1.223 - -- -
2000-2999 58. )17 8.907 4.528 6.675 8,161 ?.059 5-791 0.518 o . OJ.S -- -
)000-3999 63.793 8 , 219 4.198 5.402 6 . 896 5.826 4.910 0.714 -- o. o45 -
4000-4999 48. )19 9 . J'9 5.777 ? . 038 9 . 664 11.450 7.983 0.)15 0.105 - -
5000-over 52.868 11.466 4.733 6.178 8. 342 8.610 7 . 027 o. 6o7 0. 098 - -
1957 40 5).78.5 12.100 5.011 5.064 5.1?1 6 . 503 8.635 3.305 0 . 159 0,267 -
4J 55.882 9 . )49 4.517 5.882 9 . 349 7 . 038 ?.248 o.63o 0 . 105 - --
46 56.)05 14.0)2 8.881 11.190 6.927 2 . 131 0.178 - 0 . 178 -- 0.178 
4? 51.488 9.447 6,043 5.363 10,383 8.511 8.085 0,426 0.170 0, 085 -
48 45.184 11.534 4,518 5.886 9.5?2 12.188 9 . 869 1.249 - -- -
49 47.619 13.741 4.1.J.90 7 . 075 11.701 6.80) 6.666 1.769 0.1)6 - -
5 0  68.612 6 . 625 5.205 4.7)2 4.732 4.574 4.101 1.261 0 , 158 - -
51 70.681 8.)77 J.4oJ ).796 5.236 4.450 ).272 0.785 -- - --
52 5).182 11.675 5. 779 7 . 064 8.?57 6.5)8 5 . 196 1.751 0 .058 - -
5J _58.621 11.5?6 5.911 5 . 172 6.404 6.650 4.680 0.986 - -- -
Averages 56.136 10.846 5.)?6 6.122 ?.823 6.539 5-793 1.216 0 . 096 0 . 035 0,018 
1000-1999 58. 621 11.576 5.911 5.172 6.404 6 . 650 4.680 0.986 - -- -
2000-2999 57. 622 11.374 5.323 6.986 8.303 5.106 4.)41 0.?96 0.105 -- 0 ,045 
3000-3999 68.612 6.625 5.205 4.7)2 4.732 4.574 4,101 1.261 0 . 158 -- -
4000-4999 51.488 9.447 6.04) 5.)63 10.383 8.511 8,085 0,426 0 . 170 0.085 -
5000-over 50. ?17 1:...7?0 5.10) 6.005 7.833 8.410 7.900 2.102 0 . 072 0, 089 -
0-399 89.274 3.761 2.6)5 1.692 0.?54 0.754 0.943 0.189 - - -" 400-999 84.214 5.692 2,401 2,891 1.958 1.600 0.976 0,089 0.133 0 . 044 --. .  
0 0 400-999 82.216 3.162 2.106 2.503 1.976 1.84) 2.106 3.0)2 0.790 0.1)2 0.1)2 � -
$� Raul Roads 1000-1999 81. 359 4.?91 2.983 2,945 2.927 2.200 1 . 398 1,007 0,280 0.095 --
TABLE 1 0. ACTUAL 
COUNTY 
J.nderaoll 
Ballard- 1 McCracken 
Banen...Jia.rtl 
:Bell 
]lell1 
lloyd1 
lloyd 
Boyle 
Dnckinridge-
Meads 
Carter 
Carter 
Carter 
Clay 
Clinton 
��:!!tnd 
Daviese-ohio1 
Elliott-Ro\11l!l 
Fayette-
F11yettel 
Fa�ette-
Jessamine 
Fayette-
Madioonl 
Franklin-
Woodford 
•Garrard 
Garrard l 
Garrard 
Garrardl 
Graves 
Grayson 
Harrison 
Ha.rrhon 
"'" 
Handereon1 
Henderson-
WBbeter1 
Reuy 
Henry 
8opk!ne1 
Hopkine1 
Jeffer•onl 
Jsffereoni 
Jeff-erson 
Jefferson ���:�:�nl 
Kno�1 
Laurel 
Laurel 
Laurel 
Lowrenoe1 
Li;��fston-
Madieon 
ManhAll 
Mar&haU-
McCrackenl 
Mercer 
Muh1enberg1 
lle1eonl 
llichole•l 
llicholan 
Oht01 
Ohio 
Pulaski 
Puleskil 
?u1askil 
Rockoaetle 
Rockcfletls 
RockCA"tle 
Rowan1 
Wan en 
Webstar1 
Webater 
llhitley1 
PBOJEC! 
F 2o8(4) 
AS 6)(1<)' 
:r 26(5) 
F 7(5) 
; �{tW 
u 322 (?) 
FI 8(4) 
F 1(4) 
FI 8(6) 
F 244(4) 
F 52J(J) 
FI 4(11-) 
FI 4(6) 
FI 13(5) 
llP ?2(4) 
s 10(5) 
F 116(10) 
F 125(18} 
J' 125(19} 
s 288(5) 
UI 538(5) 
RS J�-304-10 
F 52�(4) 
F 52�(5) 
FI 124(4) 
F 326(22) 
s 366(2) 
F 525(4) 
' 5"ll' F 525 ) 
F 146(1'1) 
s 462(4) 
J' 189(5) 
F 189(6) 
J'I 169(12) 
F 526(9) 
F 526(12) 
s 552(1) 
so 552(2) 
F 536(J) 
F 526(6) 
F 526(7) 
u 528(2) 
u 528(10) 
u 528(12) 
u 528(14) 
u 528(16) 
77 A(2J) 
s 72(3) 
s 150(4) 
FI 29(9) 
FI 517(6) 
F 78(6) 
F 530(6) 
J'I 299(6) 
F 163(9) 
F 5}0(8) 
F 294{2) 
F 40(6) 
F 222(4) 
F 234(9) 
F 2)4(9) 
SP 92-224 
s 47}(2) 
SP 100"23';(6) 
F 502(4) 
u 110(4) 
ri 70(6) 
FI 88{6) 
FI 517(7) 
Fl J(8) 
�� mw 
J' 526(10) 
F 526(13) 
FI 23(16) 
1 Incomplete traffic data, 
TRAFFIC ACCUIIIULATIOI\I EXPRESSED AS PERCENT OF DESIGN TRAFFIC 
DESIGN ACCUMT.JLATIVE PERCENTAGE OF DESIGN' TRAffiC BY CHRONOLOGICAL AGE 
"''' 
(MILLIORS)' "'" """ 3 YEAll.B 4 YFJ..RS "'"" """" 7 """' 8 "'" 9 YF.Al\S 10 YEARS 
6.0 4.86 10,10 18,11 )2.21 48,?_1 
2),4 4.41 9.52 
8.0 l.J? 2.90 6.)9 9.80 15.48 2}.87 
6.0 22.71 42.17 ?0.)8 8).62 109,06 12),4o 
'·' 6 ."1 12,4? 19.22 35-93 55-7? 
15,0 0.60 1.45 J. 35 5.2} 8.60 1).89 
15.0 0.?0 2,28 ).8? 6.?5 11.1} 
}0.0 0.29 0,64 l.J? 7."1 J.JJ s.Jl LO 1B.4D }6.80 55-49 ?4,}6 
,,0 }.56 ?.62 12.11 1?.08 22.56 
12.0 }.)2 ?.28 
LO 4.0J 8,64 1).80 
40,0 
16:� 5.42 12,19 23.78 40.0 2l,J6 1).68 58.�4 
15.0 5-27 10.75 1?.45 21.99 28.50 39.25 48.81 64.57 85.70 
20.0 7.89 19.59 35.20 49.92 67.08 84,05 104,92 
15.0 10.52 26.12 46.94 66.56 89.44 112.07 1)9.90 
20.0 }.26 8.26 12.08 18.26 26,42 
13.0 5.89 15.11 26.95 
)5.5 ?. 15 16,67 
o .. " 1.4? 3.oo 4.60 6.36 2'?.78 
I 15,0 0.98 '·" 9.36 1),86 17,o4 20,47 28.10 5 . 0  6.01 14,01 21.44 25.13 31.51 46.77 )5.0 6,61 18.47 25.30 35.14 49.68 
7.5 l.9J 4,00 I 7.5 8.12 27.66 50,14 
80.0 10.84 29.35 
LO 2.61 7.10 12.91 56.84 111.26 
35.0 6.1<1 10.89 20.'il }2.25 4}.6� 56.69 70.29 
)0,0 4.6} 7.85 14.19 2).}8 32.59 4J,61 55-35 
4o.O 6.12 B.7J 1}.18 19.1:!9 26.66 34.62 42,1} 
10.0 2.50 5.}6 8.33 ll,J8 1�.56 22.14 }0.87 
s.o 10,75 19,46 }4.52 45.05 
'·' 1,84 '7 . 'i2 14.91 21.}2 32.97 66.90 109 . �E 
4.0 2,68 6,6J n,67 16.82 22,10 
10,0 7.11 14.56 21.26 )2,17 4J.B7 56.}} 65.05 
80.0 }.74 7.06 11,06 15.22 
4o.O 5.19 10,74 14,06 19.90 27-09 34.26 42.53 51.11 
JO,O 4.81 7.68 13.99 ?.1.82 }1.03 1;1 ,'.'1 52.JJ 
so.o '·"" 20,)8 37-72 
18.0 7.55 18,44 29.77 45,06 61.97 
